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 Q: Mocking a service in a hybrid Angular application I have an application, made using Angular, that uses Web API. What I
want to do is to test the Angular controller when a certain request is made from it. I'm trying to mock the communication with

the API. I know that testing Angular controllers is hard because it's hard to test code that's running in a browser, so I'm trying to
do something to test the controller while testing the whole Angular app. I have the Web API running on an app server, and I
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have an Angular application running on another server. Is there a way to tell Angular to communicate with my Web API and
mock all the data that it returns? A: Here is an example of how I am mocking my Web API service and mocking my angular

service's $http call. When the API calls were returned an error they were automatically returned as a status code of '500' so that
my angular code could update the UI when the request succeeded. The page title and body was also returned to the angular
controller so that I could test against the service and controller interactively. Here is a link to the post on how I was able to

accomplish this: Here is the relevant code in my service: var httpService; var http; var urlService; var service =
angular.module('serviceName'); service.factory('customService', [ '$http', '$q', '$interval', '$rootScope', function($http, $q,

$interval, $rootScope) { return { doStuff: function(urlService, url, callback) { urlService.doStuff(url, callback); } }; }]); Here is
the relevant code in my service's unit test: describe('Service: Service Name', function() 82157476af
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